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Non-atomic measure spaces and Fredholm composition operators 
R. K. SINGH and T. VELUCHAMY 
1. Introduction. Let (X, SP, A) be a sigma-finite measure space and let T be 
a measurable nonsingular (XT~1(E) =0 whenever A(£)=0 for trans-
formation from X into itself. Then the composition transformation CT on L2(X) 
is defined as CTf=foT for every f£L2(l). If the range of CT is in L2(A) and CT 
is bounded, then we call CT the composition operator induced by T. It has been 
proved that a nonsingular measurable transformation T induces a composition opera-
tor CT if and only if there exists a constant M > 0 such that XT~1(E)^MX(E) 
for every E££f. Hence the induced measure XT'1 is absolutely continuous with 
respect to the measure X. Let f0 denote the Radon—Nikodym derivative of the 
measure XTwith respect to X. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study Fredholm, essentially unitary and 
essentially normal composition operators on L2(X) when the underlying measure 
space is non atomic. In case X is the unit interval of the real line and X is the 
Lebesgue measure on the Borel subsets X it turns out that the composition operator 
CT on L2 (X) is Fredholm if and only if CT is invertible [2]. We prove here that the 
above result is true for a general non-atomic measure space. We also prove that 
the set of essentially unitary composition operators on L2(X) coincides with the set 
of unitary composition operators on L2{X) and the set of essentially isometric com-
position operators coincide with the set of isometric composition operators on 
L2(X). It is also proved that when CT has dense range, CT is essentially normal if 
and only if CT is normal. Note that a measure space (X, y, X) is said to be non-
atomic if for every nonnull E^y, there exists a nonnull F^y such that FaE 
and X(F)<X(E). 
. D e f i n i t i o n s . Let B(H) denote the Banach algebra of all operators on a 
Hilbert space H and C(H) denote the ideal of compact operators on H. Let n be 
the natural homomorphism from B(H) to the Calkin algebra B(H)/C(H). An 
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operator A£B(H) is said to be Fredholm, essentially unitary, essentially normal, 
an essential isometry or an essential coisometry according as n (A) is invertible, 
unitary, normal, an isometry-or a coisometry, respectively. It has been proved that 
A is Fredholm if and only if A has closed range, and the kernel of A and the kernel 
of A* are finite dimensional. A is called quasiunitary if A* A—I and A A*—I are 
finite rank operators [2]. 
2. Fredholm composition operators. If CT&B(L2(X)), then we know that 
C$CT=Mfo [3]. So, ker C r = k e r C*CT=ker Mf=L2(X0), where j r o = { x : / o W = 0 } . 
The following theorem computes the kernel of which is useful in proving the 
main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. Let CT£B(L\X)). Then 
ker Ci = {/: /<EL2(A) and f fdX = 0 for all E . 
T-'(E) 
Proof . Let f£L2(X). Then / 6 ker C^ if and only if the inner product ( f g)=0 
for every g£ (ker C£)x=Ran CT. Since the span of the characteristic function 
{XT.I(E): IT^IE)*^ co and E^Y} is dense in R a n C r , we conclude that /6ker 
if and only if J fdX=0 for every E ^ y . Hence the proof is completed. 
T - 1 (£) 
Def in i t ion . If (X, Y , A) is a measure space, then the sigma-algebra T~1(£F) = 
= {T~1(E): E^Y) is said to be essentially all of Y if for every E^Y there exists 
T-^F^T-^Y) such that X(EA T~1{F))=1{(E\T-1(F))U(T-1(F)\E)}=0. 
It has been proved by WHITLEY [6] and SINGH and KUMAR [4] that CT has 
dense range if and only if J - 1 ^ ) is essentially all of y . This we can conclude from 
the above theorem also. 
Coro l l a ry 2.1. No characteristic function belongs to ker Cj. In fact, no posi-
tive function belongs to ker Cj. 
Coro l la ry 2.3. If CT£B(L2(X)), then ker C T c k e r C? implies that CT is an 
injection. 
Theorem 2.4. Let CT be a normal composition operator on L2(X). Then CT is 
Fredholm if and only if CT is invertible. 
Proof . Since every normal composition operator on Z.2(A) is an injection [4], 
the result follows. 
The above theorem is not true in general as evident from the following example: 
Example 2.5. Let I2 denote the Hilbert space of all square summable sequences 
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of complex numbers. Define the operator A: I2—I2 by 
(Ax)(n) = { 0 if n = 1 x„ if n =» 1 
for * = { x . : n£N} in I2. Then A=A* and hence A is normal. Also dimker A= 
=dim ker A* = l and the range of A is closed. Hence A is a normal Fredholm 
operator. But clearly, A is not invertible. 
From now on we assume that the measure space (X, i f , A) is non-atomic. 
The following theorem shows that the set of Fredholm composition operators and. 
the set of invertible composition operators on L2(X) coincide. 
T h e o r e m 2.6. Let CT£B(L2(X)). Then CT is Fredholm if and only if CT is 
invertible. 
Proof . Suppose C r is Fredholm. Then kerC T and ker are finite dimen-
sional and CT has closed range. But ker CT=L2(X0), where JV0={x: (x)=0} 
and A is non-atomic implies that ker CT is {0}. Hence to prove that CT is invertible 
it is enough to prove that CT has dense range. Suppose CT does not have dense 
range. Then there exists a measurable set G in if such that G is not in T - 1 ^ ) . 
We can find a measurable set E such that T^iE) DC. Let T~1(E)=GUF. Then 
F is a nonnull measurable set and Fdoes not belong to T~x(if). If we partition E 
into countable disjoint measurable sets, then at least one set among those partitions, 
say E1, will be such that r _ 1 (£ ' 1 ) contains nonnull measurable subsets G1 of G~ 
and F1 of F where G1 and F1 are not in T ' 1 ^ ) and ACE1)-^. Again partition 
E\ Then we get at least one E2 such that l ( F 2 ) < l / 2 and T_1{E2) containing 
nonnull parts of G and F which are not in T_1(if). Repeat this process. If at each 
stage of partition, there is exactly one measurable set En such that r _ 1 ( F " ) con-
tains nonnull parts G" of G and F" of F such that G" and F" are not in T~X(E), 
then E" can be made to approach a null set, since l{E")-^\ln. This will imply that 
G and Fare in T~1(£f ) which is a contradiction. Hence we can get a disjoint sequence 
{E„: n€N} of measurable subsets of E such that for every n, T~1(E„)=GttUF„. 
where Gn(zG and F „ c F and G„ and F„ are not in Now consider the 
sequence {G„: «€N}. This is a disjoint sequence and G„ does not belong to T~x(Sf) 
for every ?J€N. Also GiUGaU... UGfc does not belong to T ~ \ i f ) for every N. 
For, if G 1 U G 2 € r - 1 ( y ) , then there is a measurable set KdE}(JE2 such that 
T~1(K)=G1UG2. Hence T ' - 1 ( ^ n F 1 ) = G 1 which implies that G^T^iSP) which 
is a contradiction. 
Now, since Gx does not belong to there is a function f in L2(X) such 
that J fxdk=0 for every Eiif and f fdX^O. For, if not, then k e r C ^ c 
R-I(E) C! 
c(A'o1)J" a n d hence (Arc ) -L XcRan CT. This implies that XG ^anCT which is a. 
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contradiction since Gx does not belong to T~x(£f). Again, there is a function / 2 in 
L?(X) such that f fi_dX=0 for every E^Sf and ff2dX=0 but f fdX^O. 
T-L(E) CI C4 
For, if not, then (ker C ^ i X ^ c z i X ^ . Hence ( A y - ^ c s p a n {Ran CT, XG}. 
This implies that XG=f+ <xxCt for some / in RanC T and a£C. Hence f—XG — 
—aZCi and this' will imply t h a t / is not measurable with respect to the sigma algebra 
which is a contradiction. Proceeding like this we will get a sequence 
{/„ : «£N}cker such that J f„dX is not equal to zero for k=n and is zero 
Gfc 
for k<n . Hence, no two functions in {/„: w£N} are linearly dependent and hence 
dim ker = 00 which is a contradiction. Hence the theorem is proved. 
3. Essentially unitary and essentially normal composition operators. First we 
shall characterise essentially isometric and essentially coisometric composition oper-
ators on L2(A). 
Theo rem 3.1. Let CTdB(_L2(X)). Then CT is an essential isometry if and only 
if CT is an isometry. 
Proof . Let CT be an essential isometry. Then n(CT)*n(CT)=n(/) which 
implies that C%CT—I is compact. But CjCT—I~Ms—I is compact on L2(X) 
if and only if f0 = 1 a.e. [5]. This implies that CT is an isometry and hence the proof 
is completed. 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Let CT€B(L2(Aj). Then CT is an essential coisometry if and 
only if it is a coisometry. 
Proof . Let CT be an essential coisometry. Now, it is clear that CT is an essential 
coisometry if and only if CTC^—I is compact. But 
* r_jMfoOT.1 on Ran CT C T C T Q n k e r C i 
Since r anC r and ker are invariant under CTC%—I, CTC^—I is compact 
if and only if M{t>aT_x is compact on ranC x and —I is compact on k e r C y . 
But —I is compact on ker if and only if ker is finite dimensional which 
further implies that ker = {0}. Hence CT has dense range and Af / ( j 0 r_ 1 is 
compact on ran CT=L2(1) if and only if /Oo T= 1 a.e. This implies that CT is a 
coisometry and hence the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 3.3. Let CT£B(L2(X)). Then CT is essentially unitary if and only if 
CT is unitary. 
Proof . CT is essentially unitary if and only if CT is essentially an isometry 
and essentially a coisometry. Hence the theorem follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Coro l l a ry 3.4. Let CT£B(L2(X)). Then CT is quasiunitary if and only if CT 
is unitary. 
Theorem 3.5. Let CT be a composition operator on L2(k) with dense range. 
Then CT is essentially normal if and only if CT is normal. 
Proof . CT is essentially normal if and only if CyCT—CTCj is compact. 
But when CT has dense range, C^CT—CTC^ =Mfa_foOT and hence Mfa_f^T 
is compact on L2(A) implies that / 0 =/ 0 o T a.e. and this further implies that CT is 
normal. Thus the theorem is proved. 
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